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FIGURE 1.—White pine, a valuable forest crop

IMPORTANCE OF WHITE PINE

• There are eight native species of white pine in the United
States. One or more of them are present in 38 States
and, in the aggregate, they cover millions of acres of forest

land. Three species, the white pine of the eastern United
States, the western white pine, and the sugar pine, are of

great commercial importance. The value of their timber
as it stands in the forests is estimated at nearly

$420,000,000. In addition, there are several million

acres of young growth. The maintenance of these pines
in the forests directly affects the local, regional, and national

public welfare.
• Foresters consider these species among the most favored
in the United States because of their rapid growth, excep-
tionally valuable wood, high yield, and ease of manage-
ment. Also, these pines have an important recreational,

scenic, and ornamental value. Wherever they grow, from
Maine to California, they are the cream of the forest and
usually are far more valuable than the associated species.

The white-pine forests constitute an essential and valuable
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FIGURt 2.—Blister-rust cankers on white pine. Spores from these

cankers infect Ribes leaves

natural resource which is threatened with destruction by
the blister rust. Vigorous efforts are being made to

protect these forests by accomplishing general control of

the disease through the joint cooperation of private, State,

and Federal agencies. The cost of control is so small

compared to t he value " white pines that no i

-

owner can afford the risk • p. •
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. ig control meas j res.

If owners are uncertain as to bliste r-rust conditior s in

their pine ' ids, they i .u j immediatel y consult the

hlister-rust-control agent

SPREAD OF THE DISEASE

• Blister rust is a destructive disease of white pines. It

entered the United States from Europe on imported white-
pine planting stock and is now present in New England,
New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Virginia,

West Virginia, Ohio, Michigan, Wisconsin, Minnesota,
Iowa, Montana, Idaho, Washington, and Oregon. The
cause of this disease is a parasitic fungus which lives alter-

nately on white pines and Ribes. The term " Ribes " is

used for brevity and means currant and gooseberry plants.

• The blister rust spreads by means of wind-borne spores

which are produced during the spring, summer, and fall.

It enters white pines through their needles and grows into

the bark, forming cankers. After the pines are infected,

about three years elapse before the cankers become large

FIGURE 3.— Ribes with diseasec

enough to be easily recognized. The diseased bark is

often swollen, giving the cankers a spindle-shaped
appearance. Usually, the cankered areas are surrounded
by a yellowish discoloration of the bark. When the
cankers are fully developed, whitish blisters break through
the diseased bark. These blisters are full of orange-
yellow spores, called spring spores, and are most abundant
in May. When the blisters burst open, the spores are
scattered over large areas by the wind. The broken
bark dies, but the fungus continues its growth in the live

bark and produces new blisters each spring. The spring

spores can not spread the disease directly from one pine

to another. They carry it only from infected white pines

to Ribes leaves.

• About three weeks after the infection of Ribes by the
spring spores, small orange-yellow pustules appear on the

under surface of the leaves. These pustules break open
and liberate the summer spores which spread the disease

on Ribes from leaf to leaf and plant to plant. From late

June until the leaves drop, brownish hairlike outgrowths
of the rust appear on the under surface of the leaves.

These outgrowths produce the fall spores which infect

white pines. The fall spores are very delicate and con-

sequently short-lived, so that their infecting range is

limited to short distances from diseased Rji.es This

makes it possible to control the disease locally hv destroy-

ig all Ribes in the vicinity of white pines.
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DAMAGE TO WHITE PINES

• The early stages of the disease on pines are so inconspic-
uous that recently infected trees appear healthy. The
presence of partially developed cankers can be deter-

mined only by careful inspection. The cankers mature
and begin to produce spores in from three to four years,

after which the affected parts of the trees gradually die.

Each year the damage becomes more evident until the
pines succumb. The occurrence of new pine infections

can be prevented by the removal of Ribes, but this will

not stop the development of damage on pines which are

infected at the time the control work is performed. There-
fore, the appearance of damage in protected stands does
not necessarily mean that the control work has failed.

An examination of the diseased trees will probably show
that they were infected before the Ribes were destroyed
and that the damage is just becoming noticeable.
• Small pines, attacked by the rust, are often stunted and
bushy. Such trees usually have short yellowish needles
and a generally unhealthy appearance. Lightly infected
pines, of medium or large size, may appear normal for

several years except for an occasional dead or dying
branch. Such branches are called "flags," because they
stand out conspicuously against the background of healthy
green foliage. Cankers located far out on the branches
may die before reaching the stem, but those nearer the
stem usually grow into the trunk and girdle it, thus killing

FIGURE 5.—The same trees later. Asthe disease progresses dead
branches appear, later followed by the death of the trees

the tree. The death of pines weakened by blister rust

is often hastened by the secondary attacks of rodents,

insects, and other fungi.

• Blister rust kills white pines of all sizes. The smaller
the trees, the more quickly they die. In unprotected
areas within the infested regions, the disease is preventing
natural restocking of white pines by killing the small
trees. In local areas where the disease has been present
for several years, many of the larger pines are either dead
or in a dying condition. When severely infected, the
largertrees are characterized by dead and dying branches,
broken-off tops, and trunk cankers covered with pitch.

Trunk cankers girdle the trees, retard their growth, and
so weaken the stems that the tops often break off at the
point of girdling. In unprotected areas, new infections

may take place each year and cause a corresponding
increase in the amount of the disease on pines. On the
other hand, very little or no increase in the amount of

new pine infection occurs in areas which are kept under
protection.

CONTROL MEASURES

• Local control of blister rust is accomplished by destroying
the wild and cultivated Ribes within infecting distance of

the pines. This distance seldom exceeds 900 feet in

eastern forests. Field conditions are sometimes en-
countered, however, which make it necessary to remove



STOP THE DESTRUCTION
OF WHITE PINE

LOOK FOR CURRANTS
AND GOOSEBERRIES

cultivated Ribes that are growing at greater distances

from pines. Forest conditions are generally favorable

for the spread of the disease because wild Ribes and
white pines usually occur on the same areas. Ribes

species vary in size and habit of growth, but workmen are

able to effectively distinguish them from other plants after

a few days of intensive training. In white-pine areas

Ribes are dangerous weeds, and unless destroyed, severe

damage to the pines may result before the presence of the

disease is discovered. Since the rust strikes without

warning, pine owners should promptly destroy the Ribes

on their lands, even though the disease has not been

found in their locality.

• White-pine areas must be systematically cleared of

Ribes to assure effective control. If these bushes occur

in patches, they can be efficiently found and destroyed

by one or two trained men. If scattered generally

throughout an area, they can be most economically

and effectively located and uprooted by a crew of three

to six men supervised by an experienced foreman. Such

a crew systematically examines all of the ground in

parallel strips and marks the edge of each strip by drop-

ping small pieces of paper, so that no portion of the ground

will be overlooked or needlessly reworked. The bushes

are uprooted by hand, or if firmly rooted, with a suitable

grubber. Sprouting is prevented by carefully removing

the crowns and large roots of the Ribes and by hanging

the uprooted bushes in the crotches of trees or in other

places, where they will not come in contact with the soil.

The cost of uprooting Ribes varies on different areas

from a few cents to several dollars per acre because of

differences in the number and size of the bushes, density

of undergrowth, and roughness of the ground. However,

the average cost of uprooting the Ribes on about 9,000,000
acres of land in New England and New York has been
only 20 cents per acre.

• The initial destruction of Ribes on a white-pine area
removes the larger bushes, and if this work is well done
it will give protection to the trees for five or more years.

However, some of the small Ribes are overlooked, seeds
in the soil produce new plants, and sprouts develop from
improperly removed crowns. After several years of favor-

able growth conditions, these small plants and sprouts
become a menace to the pines and should be systematically

destroyed. Therefore, protected areas need to be peri-

odically reexamined for Ribes. Usually, five years can
safely elapse before it is necessary to clear again such
areas of Ribes. Unless delayed too long, the cost of

reworking an area is generally much less than that of the

original protective work. One ortwo reworkings of an area

are ordinarily sufficient to protect the pines to maturity.

Planting open spaces so as to keep the protected area
fully covered with trees helps to control the rust because
it is difficult for most Ribes to thrive under such condi-

tions. When such planting is done in accordance with

good forestry principles, it adds value to the stand and
helps to reduce the cost of control work.
• The planting of cultivated Ribes in blister-rust control

areas is regulated by the States concerned, and for this

reason shipments of Ribes into many States must be
accompanied by special permits. The interstate ship-

ment of white pines and Ribes is regulated by a Federal

quarantine to prevent the spread of the disease through
the movement of infected plants. Before shipping blister-

rust host plants or planting Ribes, find out if it is permis-

sible from the State nursery inspector.





UPROOT ALL THESE
BUSHES PROMPTLY
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FIGURE8—A— Eradicating cultivated black-currant bushes
B—Blister-rust crew systematically uprooting wild Ribes

• In obtaining white pines for planting, care should betaken
to secure trees which have been grown under conditions
that assure their freedom from blister-rust infection.

Before olanting the pines, uproot all Ribes on the planting

area and thereafter keep it free of these bushes. These
measures will protect the plantation against loss from
blister rust and aid in safeguarding the pine-owner's
investment.
• Ornamental pines infected with blister rust can be saved
by cutting out the diseased parts. This method of control

is too costly to be practicable on forest areas and is of

little value for ornamental pines unless they are first

protected from further infection by destroying all near-by
Ribes. Information on the treatment of infected orna-

mental pines may be obtained by writing the United
States Department of Agriculture.

• The European black currant (Ribes nigrum L ) usually

occurs o nly in cultivation and is more susceptible to

blister r jst than other Ribes, It becomes infected at
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the long-distance spread and

local establishment of blister rust in disease-free regions.
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United States D epartment of Agriculture is oppose d to

the cultivation of )lant in the United St;

eradication in States where white pi

lportant forest trees.


